Review
Blue Water Chamber Orchestra with
Jane Eaglen at Plymouth Church (March 2)
by J.D. Goddard
On Saturday evening, March 2 at Plymouth Church in Shaker
Heights, conductor Carlton Woods and the Blue Water Chamber Orchestra presented a program entitled “Jane and
Ludwig.” (i.e. Wagnerian soprano Jane Eaglen and composer
Ludwig van Beethoven), a somewhat misleading title because
Ms. Eaglen was performing Wagner and not Beethoven.
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Beethoven’s Egmont Overture, which immediately set the tone
for the evening’s fare.
The Egmont Overture was a commissioned work intended as
incidental music for Goethe’s play of the same name. The
Overture has survived as an independent concert piece and is
now mostly performed without the rest of the incidental music.
The slow, dramatic introduction is marked by heavy chords and a predominant theme
from the oboe which leads to a descending scale motif at the end. As the tempo speeds up
into an Allegro, Beethoven energizes the music with his characteristic use of timpani and
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Woods and the orchestra aptly observed crescendos and decrescendos and the precision
of the strings, winds and brass were impressive.
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Mottl with whom Wagner had been living at the time.
Noted Wagnerian soprano and Baldwin Wallace voice professor Jane Eaglen was the
guest soloist. Her entrance was regal and imposing, leaving little doubt in one’s mind as
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while Ms. Eaglen engaged in an impressive display of give and take with the orchestra,
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crisper, with wonderful rallentandos, rubatos and ritards. The orchestra was a bit over/.6$1(-& 33(,$2!433'$$-#(-&6 2/1$"(2$8$3#$+(" 3$-Im Treibhaus (In the Hot
House), a mesmerizing and ascending motif in the strings created a weeping effect that
was beautifully embellished by Ms. Eaglen. Laura Shuster’s viola solo underlined the
song's languid mood. Schmerzen (Anguish)6 2=++$#6(3'26$$/(-&+42'-$22 -#
Traume (Dreams) brought forth pulsating rhythms in the strings. Ms. Eaglen’s interpretation was alluring.
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one,” written in 1812 and premiered in 1814 alongside his seventh symphony.
Throughout the piece, the Bluewater ensemble was attentive to Carlton Woods's direction, demonstrating an acute awareness of style and nuance and keen alertness to ensemble playing. Solo instruments were impressive throughout with noteworthy solos by clar(-$3(23 +(7$(-' 1#3 -#'.1-(23(++( ,.83
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guest vocalist alike. A beautiful concert of music chosen with attention to its audience appeal!
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